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LETTERS ON PENAL DISCIPLINE.

LETTER I.

To tke Editor of tA, Daily New8.

SIR,-Recent events having given a peculiar interest
at present to the subject of prison discipline, and my
DaDle having been somewhat prominently brOllght for~

ward in relation to it by the late inquiry at Birmingham,
I wish much to avail myself of the opportunity to bring
again before the public a brief: yet in some measure
comprehensive sketch of the views which I have long
ent.ertained on the subject of criminal management.
And if you will do me th.e great favour to admit this
into your columns, you will much oblige me.

I tender it with the more confidence, because my
opportunities of studying the subject to- advantage have
been very great. I served eight years fn the penal
colonies, during four of whicll I commanded on Norfolk
Island, their most penal settlement; .and I was, two
years since, governor of tJle Borough Prison of Birnling
ham, now 80 unhappily notorious. During the whole
time thus spent, I took an especial interest in .studying
miuutely the effect on society and on prisoners. of
different forms and degrees of punishment ; and the
latter with 80 much apparent success, that a. prisoner
once said to me in Sydney, "One would think, sir, that
you had been yourself a prisoner, you know 80 perfectly
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all that we think and say alDong ourselves." My state
ments, therefore, on this head, should not be taken as
more imaginings, for they are, in truth, the results of
long study and observation.

The fundamental principles for which I contend in
the matter are tllese. It is more for' the interest of
80cietJ', as tending much more effectually and directly to
check the spread of crime, to endeavour earnestly and

.I judiciously to reform criminals while in prison, and dis
charge them desirous of doing well in time to come,
than vindictively, retributively, or as it is called exem-

- plalily, to punish them there. It is not llecessary, at
the same time, while acting on this principle, to give
up the object (highly useful in its place) of deterring
from cri~e by setting an example of Buffering in our
priSOllS: for, on the contrary, it is held that a compre
hensive and'manly reform, not evaporating in professions,
but exhibited in subsequent actions, can only be attained
by subjecting each individual culprit to a course of severe
suffering, from which only his own exertions can extricate
him; but in every case this suffering should be studiously
subordinated to the object of individually reforming-it
must never be inflicted capriciously, or for the mere sake
of example. And, lastly, it is peculiarly important that
these principles should be introduced, and energetically
acted on, in our county and borough-or, as they may
thus be called, our elementary-prisons; through which
all criminals must pass when entering on their career of
crime-their infancy, as it were, in it-and in which,
accordingly, it is important that the most earnest efforts
should be systematically made to tum them aside from it.
For in the repression of crime much, apart from the mere
rescue ofindividuals, will always be found to depend on the
nature of the influence exercised by discharged prisoners
on the society again receiving them. If turned from crime,
and desirous of avoiding it in time to come, they necessa
rily become each, as it were, apostles of virtue in the com
munity. Not to lose caste among their fellows on
account of their altered conduct, they seek to justify tllis
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by such arguments and representations &8 occur to them,
many of them those which were addressed to themselves
while in prison, and had most influence over them there.
The ~ood seed planted in them becomes thus widely cast
on the waters, and even where individuals fail in their
own pe1'89ns:of exemplifying its fruit, it is not altogether
lost; it becomes diffused over the whole classes usually
supplying criminals, and beneficially influences their
thoughts and manners. While, on the contrary, the
influence of prisoners discharged llnreclaimed, impenitent,
and hardened, is equally extensive and more than pro
portionally pemicious; it is a match set to gunpowder.

This, then, is the foundation of the system that I
advocate. It throw8 extraordinary interest on the reform
of prisoners; bllt its practical utility will of course
depend on the degree in which we may hope to succeed
in extensively effecting this.· From long experience, I
am confident that by suitable measures our success may
be in tlLis even very great; but to effect it, we must
altogether reverse tIle arrangements now enforced in our
prisons, and sanctioned by various acts of parliament.
These having been organized without reference to reform,
and looking only to coercion and example, are almost as
if specially meant to be opposed to improvement in mor~l

character-a cOlnprehensive charge, but its justice will, I
hope, appear incontrovertible. as I proceed to state the
changes that I would suggest in them.

1. The military type now universally followed in our
prisons should be abolished, and a clerical or missionary
one substituted. The objects of military and prison
discipline are directly opposed, and they cannot there
fore, be both advantageously pursued by the same means.
The one is meant to train men to act together; the
other should be to prepare them safely and advanta
geously to separate. The one is, further, the type of
forcc, which never created virtue yet, and against which
a brave spirit even instinctively rebels; the other should
image persuasion and exhortation, the approved methods
in every case of obtaining an end sought. A necessary
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object in the one is to Rubdna individual character, and
reduce all to parts of a compact machine-while that of
the other should be specially to strengthen individual
character, and, instilling right principles into it, encourage
and ,enable it to act on these independently. Of "linor
incidents in our existing gaol practice accordingly~ none
appears to me mu~h more pernicious than the endeavour
to ape lnilitary demeanour in it; and in ·refornlatory
prisons it should be abolished.

2. In like manner, the tone and spirit in which
criminals are now received and treated in prison 8hould
be greatly modified. This is at present 8upercilious,
and in lllany -cases even ·oontenlptuous and habitually
denunciatory-and it should instead be rather that in
which patients are received into an h98pital. The hate.
fulness of the crime that has been committed, or the con
tempt excited by it, should be indeed freely e~pressed;

on this head there should be no compromise ; but the
criminal should be studiously regarded apart from it, as
an object of compassion, now sadly fallen indeed, but yet
recoverable, and sent to be recovered. A tone of hope
fulness for his case should thus be maintained, and of
confidence that, when put in the right way, he will be
manly enough to abide in it. This idea of manliness, as .
attached to virtue, ~nd of weaknes8 and pusillanimity &8

exhibited in yielding to vice, should be especially in
sisted on. I have seen the greatest benefit derived from
it in dealing with rough and fallen natures. It is an
idea that comes home to many bosoms acarcely other
wise to be permanently impressed, and to whom, on the
contrary, any approach to whining is distasteful and an
object of scoffing.

3. But to use it to the best advantage the manly
virtues ought to be otherwise sedulously cultivated, and
allowed a scope of action in our prisons. This is at
present almost systematically avoided in them. EverJ
regulation is sought to be enforced by denunciations,·or,
in other words, appeals to caution or oowardiee-Do~

ODe by encouragement or appeals to hope; &Ild to this,
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doubtless, the number of 8uicides occurring in prisons is
mainly attributable. When the spirits are otherwise
weak through incurred misfortune, separation from
friends, and other incidents inseparable from confine
ment, whether under sentence or for trial, further denun
ciations of worse, in the very probable event in a strict
prison of violating some frivolous conventional regulation,
becomes more than sufficient to upset the balance of
otherwise probably a weak mind, which the least glimpse
of hope, and much more, a certain power of bettering
the condition by reasonable exertion, would abundantly
sustain.

4. Criminals should accordingly be sent to prison
under the provisions of the Mark System, the only one
that has yet been propOsed, the sole direct object of
which is the itnprovement of each individual criminal.
Though its original projector, I do not pretend that its
apparatus for this purpose may not be simplified or im
proved. I do not think that this will be found easy;
but as yet no other system has ever even aimed at the
objects which it C<1ntemplates-all have sought, only
more or less successfully, to coerce and reduce to a 'state
t)f implicit obedience, alleviated by immediate comfort
able maintenance, and to be emerged from without effort
or other merit on the criminal's own part, solely through
flux of time-than which a more debilitating and un..
favourahle position for moral improvement could scarcely
be devised. 4\ man nnder a time sentence, and comfort
ably maintained in this without effort or care, seeks only
to wile away his time; and even if his thoughts should,
by a rare accident among the criminal class, be of an
improving character, ha,·ing no sphere in which to act on
them, he Juerely gets into habits of reverie, of good intel1
tions (with which hell is said to be paved), and of con
ceptions of future better fortune, which when not realised,
rather furnish him with excuses for backsliding than
prepare him to resist the teJnptations to it that may be
subsequently presented to Jlim : while if his imaginings
at this period, as is mncn more commonly the case in
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sensual and animal natures, are of a prurient or other
wise dissolute or criminal character, they confirm every
previous weakness or evil thought and purpose. The
Mark System provides against all this, and apparently in
the simplest way.

5. It proposes that criminals, instead of being sen
tenced to prison for a fixed time, should be sentenced to
earn in a penal condition a given number of Marks (or
other denomination of prison currency) according to their
offence,- over and above all those that they may expend
for maintenance in prison, or forfeit there through mis
conduct. To give full scope to the plan they should
have no other allowance of right than bread and water,
with a bare floor to lie on; but work being provided for
them they should be enabled to earn marks at reasonable
rates by performing it, and of these marks be allowed to
expend day by day what tlley please for improved fare
and other co~forts. If they choose to live well they
must purchase the indulgence either by increased exer
tion or prolonged detention; and in like manner, if they
commit prison offences, and 80 become subject to fines
(regulated by carefully prepared tables), they must
equally make them up by increased industry, economy,
or extended imprisonment; their accounts to be made
up every evening while the facts are recent, and neither
favour nor prejudice can have lunch share in appreciat
ing them; and in every case discharge to be due when
the allotted tale is Inade up, and never before.

6. I contend that a man, whatever his character,
could not possibly pass through such a course as this
without being morally improved by it. All the manly
virtues would here be called into exercise, and none
of his evil passions necessarily brought into activity.
In cases of violence indispensable restraint must be
used as in free society; but in the absence of foolish
punctilio and contemptuous demeanour towards him,
and with what is required of him accompanied by
earnest, affectionate, religious exhortation, there would
be DO excitement to violence ~ and for everything else
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fines would not only be sufficient, but in these cir
cumstances infinitely more powerful. Industry, pru
dence, self-command, exertiOll for tIle sake of others as
well as themselves, in cases where families outside are
languishing for their bread-winner or other cherished
member, would all be called into daily and even hourly
exercise; and habits of acting under the influence of
these, instead of casual and unthinking impulse, would
be here formed and confirmed. I would, myself; go even
far in calling tIlem forth, and relying on them. I would
sell luxuries for marks, even up to wines and Spil·its, in
prisons thus constituted. I would do all that I could to
prevent abuse through this. Beyond the line of strict
necessaries I would sell dear, and earnestly exhort to
temperance and forbearance. I would even denounce
excess as unmanly; and in the case of wines and spirits
would further fine this most heavily, doing all that I
could besides to induce temperance pledges to be taken.
But I. attach little value to compulsory abstinence from
anything. I am convinced that in every case it weakens
instead of strengthening.

The most successful prison in Europe-that of Va
1encia in Spain, which in thirteen years has had an
almost inappreciable number of recommittals, whilst
ours, under our present system, average from 33 to 35
per cent., and in the case of boys at Liverpool, has risen to
70 per cent.-is managed_on principles closely analogous
to those here laid down, and I should wish exceedingly, in
consequence, to lay some details regarding it also before
your readers. They would be much struck by them, but
with your permission I shall reserve them for a future
communication.

A. MACONOOHIE.
Sept. 23.
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LETTER II.

'1'0 tM Editor of tke Daily NeUJ8.

SIB,-In my last letter I mentioned that the most
successful prison" in Europe -that of Valencia, in Spain
-was managed on principles closely analogous to those'
advocated in the Murk System; and I now proceed to
place 801ne details regarding this before your readers.
Two recent Englisll traYellers, Mr. Hoskins (also author
of "Trayels in Nubia"), in his work, "Sl>ain as it is"
and the anonymous author of "Notes of an Attaclu~ in
Spain in 1850," concur in bearing this testimony regard- .
ing it ; besides which, its able and intelligent governor,
Oolonel Don Manuel Montesinos, has recently sent me
some official documents regarding it, from which I also
propose to quote. In priBOn discipline there is an infi
nite amount to be learned from it; and, if it be thought
astonishing that Spain, 80 much behind us in every
other department, should beyond all measure surpass us
in success in this, the reason may, perhaps, be found in
our different positions, and the several courses these have
~ngge8ted to us. Oar government, strong and wealthy,
has adopted force as its principle in dealing with its cri
miuals-built "ma.gnificent prisons for them, organized
costly systems of @eparation and other nullities, and been
defeated; crime having not relatively diminished under
its rule, and the recommittals to its best prisons ave
raging, as already stated, frolD 30 to 85 per cent., and
in two remarkable cases of men from Perth and boys in
Liverpool rising to 60 and even 70 l1er cent. While
Spain, weak and pOOl', has, p~rhap8 accidentally, con
fided its criminals at Valencia to a man of true practical
genius and humanity, and given him only an old convent
to keep them in,-which he has almost rebuilt with pri
BOner labour alone-introduced into it above forty dif
ferent trades, from among which he allow~each prisoner
on entering to choose hi8 occupation, as taste or supposed
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interest, or capacity can guide him-reformed and dis...
charged in nine years from 1840 to 1849, (to which last
period alone I have his returns) 8,596 prisoners, of
whom, in the same period, ouly 16, who had served
their complete time with him (ReincidtmttJa que estingui
,,-on 8U8 ClYlldtmas 8'fI, 68te establemrnento) appear to have
been recomnlitted to him. Let us cOlllpare this result
with the late exposures in Birminghaul prison, in which,
in t\\"O years, tl1ere were as many attenlpts at suicide,
many of them successful, as in llille years there were
here recommittals. 'fhe contrast is too painful to dwell
on; but it cannot fail to strike even the most superficial
reasoner, and inspire him with a wish to trace such
opposite effects up to their respective causes.

There seems no doubt whatever tbat the diiference
arises from tbe great use of force in the one case and of
persuasion in the other; 8S also the little importance
attached in our English prisons to the ilJteresting crimi
nals in tlleir labour, and tIle great value so much more
wisely set on this object by Colonel Montesinos. III one
of his reports I find the following words, in whicb, as it
appears to me, a whole manual of reformatory prison
discipline is embodied :-

" Never forgetting that the double object of punishment is
to reform those subjected to it, and to Kive a ~lutary warning
to others, I have sought by every means, and at any cost, to
extirpate in my prisoners the lalneritable gerln of idleuess, and
to inspire them instead with a love of labour, seeking
to impress this beneficial sentinlent ever more and more in
their Ilearts. But as unproductive work in the prison could
by no means effect this, I nlade it a rule, whenever anyone
showed a disposition to labour, but had no occupation which
could contribute after his discharge to Inaintain him honestly,
to endeavour to procure him such; and for this purpose I
sought to bring within the vrison as man)· different workshops
as possible, allowing hinl to choose· among them which .was
likely to be most ad\~antageous to him; and now there are
above forty of these, all in full operation, and all originally
organized, and still maintained, by the knowledge and capacity
of the prisoners themselves. Neither for their introduction,
nor for the re-building or repair of the prison, have 1 ever
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asked the ~overnment for a Bin~le lartbin~ (U,. 8010 maratJedi).
nor called in the assistance of any mechanics from without. It
is true that the pro~ress of many or these workshops has been
thus very slow and troublesolne; for not haviug had funds at
my disposal for the first purchase even of the necessary tools
and machines for them, I have been compelled to proceed only
step by step in them. But, on the one hand, I could not
help the want of money; and, on the other, I have always
thought a frequent and intimate correspondence between the
prisoners and persons of a different description outside objec
tionable; and I have thus had no choice.

" The establiHhment of one worl,shop, and the difficulties
experienced in managing it, showed me both how to intro
duce more, and to enlarge those already in operation; and I thus
further gradually acquIred the intimate conviction that with...
out the stimulus of some personal advantage accruing to them
selves from their labour, it is difficult to obtain work avel1'
from the already skilled, and almost inlpossible to get the
unskilled to learn. Repeated experiments convinced Ole or
the practicalles80n involved in tIllS maxim of social economy,
and that what neither severity of punishments nor constancy
in inflicting them could exact, the slightest personal interest
will readily obtain. In different ways, therefore, dUI-ing Iny
command, I have applied this po\verful stimulant; and the
excellent results it has always yielded, and the powerful germs
of reform which are constantly developed under its influence
(desarrollan se asu impulao), have at length fully convinced
me, that the most inefficacious of all methods in a pl-ison
the most pernicious and fatal to every chance of reform, are
punishnlents carried the len~th of harshness. The maxitn
should be constant, and of universal application in such places,
not to degrade further those who CODle to them already
degraded by their crimes. Self-respect is one of the most
po\verful sentiments of the human mInd, for this reason, that
It is the most personal (el mas egoillta); and he who will not
condescend in some de~ree, according to circumstances, to
flatter it, will never attain his object by any series of chastise
ments (ningun linage de caatigo8), the effect or ill treatnlent
being to irritate rather than correct, and thus turn rrom refortn
instead of attractin~ to it.

" Moreover, the love of labour cannot be communicated by
violent means (vejamenes), but rather by persuasion and en
couragement; and, although it is quite possible to obtain "
specific amount or work from prisoners by the aid of the stick
(as is 80nletimes recommended by high functionaries in this
department) yet the consequence is necessarily aversion for
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an employment which involves 80 many. penalties, and or
which such a bitter recollection must always be preserved.
And the moral object of penal establishments is thus also, in
(act, defeated, wliich should be not 80 much to inflict pain
as to correct, to receive men idle and ill-intentioned, and
return them to society, if possible, honest and industrious
citizens.

U It was not till after Dlaking many experinlents of severity
that I came firmly to this conclusion; but ultimately I made
it the base of all my operations on the minds of my prisoners;
and the extraordinary small number of re-commlttals to my
prison, and the excellent health and and perfect state of sub
mission in which those confined in it have always been kept,
seem to me to leave no doubt or its soundness."

On the topics thus referred to, then, nothing can be
better thought or said than in these statements; but it
may be well previous to further comment on them, to show
how far they are confirmed by Mr. Hoskins and the attacM
in Spain.

" The Presidio, or Penitentiary," says the latter, "gave
us more satisfaction than any other institution we viSited.
Here we beheld nearly 1000 prisoners, under the most admir
able system of discipline, and severally engaged iIi every
branch of human industry. I could scarcely realize that I
was in a prison, 80 like an immense and enterprizing factory
was the general aspect of the interior, and 80 happy an4 con
tented seemed the busied operatives in their various employ
ments. They are each allotted a fixed aOlount of labour to per
form, beyond which the profit of the workmanship is their own.
This is indisputably an excellent arrangement, and tends in a
great measure to improve the morals and ensure the future
good conduct of the unfortunate captives. Want of regular
occupation is in every country the most prolific source of
crime, while en"ouraged industry, on the oontrary, exercises a
potent influence in 8ubduin~ the growth of those social vices
which spring from minds corrupted and faculties unem
ployed."-Notea qf an A.ttache in Spain in 1850, p. 349.

Mr. ·Hoskins' account is more precise :-
" If the vices and passions or a southern people prevail in

a place where, until the last few years, a strong government
has not been enjoyed, it is greatly to the credit of the city
of Valencia, that it oan boast of one of the best conducted
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prisons in Europe.. This being one ot the great social qUe£
tiona or the day, I made particular inquiries about it. There
are a thousand prisoners, and in the whole establishment I
did not see above three or four guardians to keep them in
order. They say there are only a dozen old soldiers, and not
a bar or bolt that might not easify he broken-apparently not
more fastenings than in any private house.

"The Governor, a colonel in the army, has established
military discipline, and the prisoners are divided into cotn
panies. The officers stand as stiff wben you pass as soldiers
presenting arms. The serjeants and inferior officers are all
convicts, who, of course, are acquainted with the temper and
disposition of ~heir companions, arid best able to Dlanage
them; and the prospect of advancenlent to higher grades is
an induceTnent to all to behave well. '\Vhen a convict enters,
he is askeel what traue or employment he ,viII work at or
learn, and above forty are' open to him', so that be has the
Dle&DS of devotil'lg Ilia titlle to any he knows, or, if ignorant
of all, to one he feels an inclination for~ or which he i. aware
will be useful to IJinl when lie is liberated. ~{a~y a maD
may wish to return to his native village with what he has
earned here, 'and he kno\vs best what trade or eOlployment
will there not only be of advantage, but even a fortune to
him. If he declines to work at"any, he is sent to the publio
works, or elnploye<l in carl-ying wood; bu~ the out-door con
victs are by far the worst couducted'in the establishment, aDd
are therefore kept distinct fronl the others, who, by their
selecting a trade, have shown a disposition to be industrious
and iInprove theJnselves.

" Wben first the convict enters the establishment, he weara
chains, but on his application to the commander they are
taken o~ unless he lias not conducted himself ~ell. Among
BOIDe hundreds, I ou1y saw three or four with irons on their
legs. There seemed to be the mOlt perfect discipline. They
work in rows, rose in rank as we passe(l, and seemed obedient
to a word. They are not allowed to talk to t'ach other during
their work, but this rule does not seem to be very strictly
enforced, anu they 111&y speak to their instructor, who is often
one of themselves, and ask each other for tools or anything
requisite for thei.- work, and e,rery ni~ht after prayers they

.are allowed to converse with each other Cor an hour. There
are weavers and spinners of every descl·iption, manufacturin~
all qualities, from the coarsest linen clotlis to the most beautI
ful dalnasks, rich silks and velvets-one a critnsoo, apparently
equal to the Utrecht velvet. There were blacksmiths, shoe
makers, basketmakers, ropemakers, joiners, cabinetmaken
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makin~ handsome mahogany drawers; and they -had" also a
printing-maclline bard at \vork•

• 4 The labour of every description for the repair, rebuild,jog,
and cleaning the establishment, is supplied by the oonvicts.
They were all most respectful in theIr demeanour, and eer
tainly I never saw such a good-looking set of prisoners; useful
occupation (and other considerate treat~el1t) having appa
rently improved their countenanoes. The greatest cleanliness
prevailed in every part of the establishment; the dormitorIes
were well ventilated, the beds neatly packed up, and water,
the great requisite in a sultry climate, within reach of all.
On the walls, in large letters, were inscriptions in rhyme,
directed to inculcate good maxinls. There was a neat chapel
for tbeir devotiol1s, and a garden' for exercise, planted WIth
orange-trees. There was also a poultry-yard for their amuse
ment, with pheasants and various other kinds of hirds; wash
ing-houses, where they wash their clothes; and a shop, where
they can purchase, if they wish, tobacco and other little com
forts, out of one-fourth of the profit.s of their labour, which is
given to them. Another fourth they are entitled to when
they leave; the other haIr goes to the establishment, and
often this is sufficient for all expenses, without any assistance
from the government.

" The Governor found it waa impossible to induce the
prisoners to work heartily without giVIng them an interest in
their gains; but ",hen once he bad, by this encouragement,
established industrious habits, it was more easy to correct
their principles. Honour amon~ thieves is really found here,
the prisoners keeping the accounts, and no attenlpts made to
deceive. It is, doubtless, the same feeling of honour which
prevents their rebelling and leaving the asylum whenever
they feel disposed. It is 8urprisin~ that the es~blishnlent

requires 80 little assistance from the government, 8S the
expense of the officers and instructors is very considerable, and
the Governor has invariably made the teachin~ and moral
improvenlent of the convicts his chief consideration, without
any regard to the profits to he derived from them. .

" All were cleanly dressed in woollen clothes of the same
colour, which is requisite in case of any attempt to· escape.
In summe.- they have lighter clothes. Their food is excellent,
and consists of large brown loaves, about the colour of our
best London brown bread, but finer in quality, and quite as
good; rations of olla. rice, potatoes, and Dleat 011 fete da,·s,
which in Brain are numerous. Instruction'is open to all in a
large school, which the boys under !O are obli~ed: to atten'd
for ODe bour daily, and any prisoner above that a~e who wishes
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may join the cl88888. I 8&W numerous instanceB or excellent
writin~ by lads and ad~lts who could not write a line when
tbey entered; and many have qualified themselves for clerks'
places, which they have obtained on leavin~ the pi-jeon. There
JS a ~d hospital, with a dispensary, all as clean and com
fortable as could be desired, but the average 'number in the
hospitals never, they say, exceeds two per cent. This system
may be thought too indul~ent,but what is the result! During
the last three years not one prisoner has been returned to it;
in the ten ~reviou8 yearA, the average was not more than one
per cent., though before that period the number of re-com
mittals was 30 to 35 per cent.

H ~"rom January 1837 to 1846, the first nille years of the
establishment, when the shops were not all open, and the
institution in many respects was incomplete, 3,127 convicts
confined were liberated, and of these 2,355 had learnt some
trade or received instruction, so that only 792 were without
instruction, from their a~e or disinclination to receive any.

" It may be said, that the stabbings, which are frequent in
Valencia, would not be 80 comnlon if severer punishments
were inflicted; but they say that the use of the knife was
much more frequent hefore this system was established. The
great principle here is to afford an inducement to the criminals
to work, to teach industJ-ious habits, to inculcate honourable
and virtuous principles, and to send them into the \\"orld better
Olen, educated, and able to' w01'k at some trade, and with
m~ney in their pockets to start with, instead of being obliged
to have recourse to their old hahits for subsistence.

" _ . • . . The success attendjn~ the refornlstlon of the
prisoners in this establishment is really a nliracle, and En~land

ought to nlake an attempt to do the same.'-Spain as it ill,
pp.104-10.

A very few fulther comments will now suffice. There
is much in the details of this prison that appears to me
objectionable. I do notlike the military discipline; but
its effect is neutralized by the employment of the prison
ers themselves 8S sub-officers. Where the object is
improvement, this is excellent; each individual prisoner,
in this case, feeling elevated by the elevation ofhis compan
ion, and the self respect of the body being so cultivated;
but where, on the contrary, the object is coercion, nothing
can be worse, the sub-officers uniformly abusing their
petty power, and the individual prisoner is doubly croshed
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under the tyranny of merely another but favoured slave.
So also sleeping in dormitories, many together, is bad;
and allowing money to circulate in the prison must be
fraught with inconveniences, and, one would think, irre
gularities, of a very pernicious character, from which the
llSe of marks in the same way would be exe~pt. But·
here is the great moral to be drawn from this, and which
everyone interested in tIle subject should lay especially
to heart. Colonel Montesinos has triumphed over all
these wsadvantages-a bad prison, defective funds, and,
to say the least, irregular apparatus, solely througl1 his
unfeigned desire to reform his men. This has been the
great object of his pursuit, and every difficulty has been
overCOIIle under its guidance. We have but to propose
to ourselves the same object with our better means and
machinery, and whatever better lights reflection may sug
gest to us, and we shall be at least as successful.

In one more letter I should wish to quote another
example of similar success, though under even greater
disadvantages, and on a much smaller scale. It will be
taken from DIy own report to the magistrates of Birming
ham in 1850; and I shall then conclude witll a very few
further~ remarks on the whole subject.

A. MACONOCHIE.

LETTER III.

To the Editor of the Dai('I/ Neu·8.

"SIR,-I begin this letter with the following.quotation
from my report to the Birmingham magistrates in Octo
ber, 1850, of the workings of the Mark System, or rather
an approach. to it, which was then sanctioned among the
boys in their prison :-

. " 'fhe tnanagemeot of the male adults and females is nearly
the same 8S in other prisoDs. But that of the boys 80Iuewhat
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·c;1ifFers .{rom this; and being peculiar in several respects, it
Reems expedient to speak or It in Borne detail. Its leading
features are the introd~ctionof tasks, instead of time. in allot
tin~ the stages of ~unishment-the further charging those
subjected to it specIfically in labour for their maintenance,
besIdes all they do towards the performance of their tasks,
and the introduction of a form of wage$ to facilitate the com
putations thus required. The first stage with the boys is thus
not measured, as on the adult side, by time (14 daJ's), but they
are required to earn IOO marks in it, over and above all
deducted- for their food, and any fines that 01&Y he imposed on
them for misconduct during the interval. Their employments
are various, as nettinK, knitting, plaiting sinnett for mats, mat
making, webbing, cleaning, and 80 forth, for which the wages
(in marks) are fixed by a table. Within certain narrow limits
they are allowed to choose their own scale of diet, but they can
only expend half the number of marks that they earn daily in
this way; and as indulgence even within this lin1it must he
paid for, and thus contributes to prolong their detention in this
most irksome stage of their progress, a strong stimulus is eon
stantly applied to them to exert themselves to earn marks, to
restrain their appetites to economise them, and to behave well
not otherwise to forfeit them. And the same process being
continued through 8uc~e88ive stages, in each of which 100
marks must equally he earned in order to acquire progressive
advantages, the arne virtues are being constantly exercised,
and become gradually habitual. The result in detail is neces
sarily various, according to tenlper and abilities. Yet that, on
the whole, it has been remarkably beneficial, will, I think,
appear certain from the follo\\?ing facts.

" During the six months in which the system has been in
operation, the mode of dieting according to exertion, and not
according to sentence, so far from having heen expensive, has
caused a small economy, the value of what the boys have
actually had (871. 11,. ld_) being 11. 12,. od. less than what
they were eutitled to by their sentences (891. 3,. 6d.)-The
stinlulus to exertion thus afforded has at the same tin18 proved
80 effic~9ious. that among the prison eaminw- for the year the
sum of 651. ] 21. 5d. has been credited to the juvenile depart
ment within these six nlonths, beyond the cost of the materials
used, and irrespective of that of the necessary tools. Further,
of the 48 boys dischar8ed in the two fil-st quarters, before the
plan was introduced, nIne were recommitted before their expi
ration, and seven more were returned before the end of the
immediately ensuing one, making in all one in evert three
discharged; while in the two last quarters, during WhlCh this
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system has been in operation, of 94 boys dischal'ged only eight
bave 8S yet retumed (of whom one for trial may yet be founel
Dot guilty-), being only one in 12-18, a difference tor whick
it seems impossible to account but upon the principle of supe
rior management. And lastly, as the tendency of a good
system of prison discipline should be to check first, as well as
renewed, 'committals, ]n this particular also there are striking
facts to adduce. In the two months between the opening
of the ~aol, 19th October and 1st January last, 36 boys were
CODlmitted-in the second quarter, 58-in the third, lS2-and
in the fourth, only 28. While the number of boys tried at
the Recorder's four first sessions withinthe year, was 14, 9, 10,
and 14 respectively; at the last sessioDs it was only one; and
thou~h four are now committed for the present sessioDsJ even
this 18 a great reduction from the previous numbers.

"I attribute this success, tlien, partly to the extreme
importance that I attach to the object of itnproviog the boys
through their punishment, and partly to the means that I
employ to attain this. They hear 80 much or refGml while in
the prison~ that gradually it becomes an object with them
selves. They bQgin to think it both possible aad desirable,
better than perseverance in evil. Their habits of idleness being
meanwhile interrupted, under the influence of strong selfish
motives others of voluntary exertion are substituted for them;
and the first disagreeableness of these being overcome, they
begin at length even to like them. Their capabilities are thus
also cultivated. I do not teach any of them trades. I have
not the means to do 80; but I put all of them in succession to
every different employment that I can think of. I thus make
them generally handy; and while enlarlPng their Jllinds, this
gives thetn at the same time confidence 10 their own powers or
turning to anything. Their young ambition is thus awakened..
They begin to look upward instead of downward, their emu
lation being excited to rise, rather than again fall. Their
inBoence on each other becomes thus beneficial, instead of
injurious; and it operates in a degree on those not as yet
oommitted as well as on themselves. I have had 801n'6

very pleasing individual Eroofs or this. I generally take
the address of those who leave me, and inquire about
them afterwards; and the father and step-mother of one boy~

besides speaking in the highest terms of his own improvement,
have named to iny warder three others, his companions, whom
he has inductld to leave the streets, and take to steady labour.
Another friend of his makes this number five; llor is his a

• The bill against him was thrown 9ut by the grand jury.
o
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solitary, though an extreme, iostan·ce of similar conduct. I
have two brothers placed with one master, and both now
giving entire satisfaction-one of whom bad been previously
once, and the other twice, recommitted. I could cite others
to the like effect, and all specifically pledged to give good
advice, as well as themselves exhibit good conduct. While,
lastly, the course pursued with the whole, thol1~h thus bene
ficial to themselves, could not be portrayed by them to otbers
in a captivating light, even if they wished to do so. To Iiva
on coarse brown bread and water, unless they work for better,
is a prospect which an idle profligate boy can never be per
suaded to think an advantageous one. It may result in his
good; but while yet unreclaimed, he will not appreciate this.
lie will not desire to be put to any such school.

" It may be said, however, that that many of the effects
above specified have been produced by a favourable state of
trade and season; and it cannot be doubted that by this
other causes have been much aided. Yet there has· been
no similar diminution in the committals and recommittals of
-either adult males or females; but, on the contrary, in the
latter especially, a steady progressive increase. Thus, of men,
the number of committals in the four successive quarters in
the year has been 149, 147, 142, and 148 respectively, and of
re-committals, 4, 6, 9, and 1::J respectively. Of WOOlen, the
number of committals has been 53, 55, 41, and 59 respectively,
and of re-committals in the first quarter 0, in the second 5,
in the third 4, and in the last 11. And while 33 men and 11
women have come in since the end of the quarter, only 2 boys
"have been similarly sent-one, a helpless lad of 16, wanting a
hand, brought in for trial; the other" a child of 9 years of a~e,
brought up by his own parents for inveterate habits of idle
tless nnd vagrancy. The cure is shat·p for 80 young an
offender."

These statements were confirmed at the time by the
visiting justices, who reported to the magistrates "that
the working of the system among the juveniles was satis
factory." They could not say less; they could not say
-other; and they concurred in the unanimous vote that
the report embodying them should be printed and circu
lated at their expense. Yet two months afterwards they
abolished the syatenl without any inquiry or reason
assigned. Before the late commission they admitted that
their decision was owing to a private report from the
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Deputy-Governor, in which .he expressed an unfavourable
opinion of it ; and this was no doubt true. The system
was what Mr. Bentham praises as " a cheap system," of
great effect, but with little suffering. The children were
cheerful and animated under its infliction, engrossed with
their tasks, and pleased with their performance of them,
and with the instruction received while learning them;
and the admirer and introducer of straps and collars
could not, of course, regard or speak of this with appro
bation.

In the late inquiry, however, the justices alleged also
that it was abrogated because it was incompatible. with
the Separate System, which tlrey were resolved to main
tain. But the least reflection will show that this is a
mistake; for a man can be as easily interested in his
work, and have that interest as easily excited by a desire
to increase his immediate comforts and hasten his liber~

tion, in a separate cell as anywhere else. I admit, at the
same time, that I do not approve of separation as a form
of prolonged imprisonment, and have always opposed its
being very strictly enforced. It exccssively multiplies
conventional offences, and the temptations to commit
them, and thus almost of necessity introduces' undue
rigour of punishment in order to check them. It is also,
as I think, much opposed to manly, moral improvement.
I can find no example in history of ascetic discipline
producing this; and, on the contrary, by fostering unpro
ductive musing and reflection, and occupying the attention
solely with self, it has a directly opposite tendency. An
amusing exemplification of this occurred within my own
knowledge some years ago at Sydney, where, a large
separate prison having been constructed, was at first lib
erally used to convict-prisoners, usually men of very
active habits. But their wives and families speedily
remonstrated, and said that their husbands and fathers,
who had been·previously kind in their domestic relations,
on returning from this prison were so cross and irritable
on the slightest occasion of noise or disturbance, that

.their whole comfort in them ~as gone; and I know a
o 2
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mmilaT instance at this moment in Birmingham, where a
good husband and father previous to a long incarcera
tion, has been almost brutal in his demeanour to his
family since his release. And so it is, I believe, in 8

degree, witll all subjected to a long course of this punish
ment. I do not think that its tendency is so much to
make mad as to make surly, selfish, and thus in small
matters wicked. Man is born social, his relations are
social, his duties social, and he may be belt improved in
well-regulated social habits. We might as well, I thin.k,.
seek to train our admirals by keeping them constantly on
Ibore, as our eriminals by keeping them for a length oftime
shut up between four walls. Like handcuffs and strait..
waistcoats, separation has a good special application, and,
as Inedicine, is excellent for certain phases of moral
disease; but it is no more fit for habitual diet than
would be senna or ipecacuanha.

It is alleged, however, that it facilitates the return of
prisoners to employment outside by lessening the chances
of their recognition there; and in aid of this property in
it, masks have been introduced in many prisons further
to conceal the person. But it is a pure delusion to
})elieTe this ever to be suecessful. Prisoners always
know aDd reoognize each other; and, besides, is it really
desirable or wise thus to ~ry to qualify men to go forth
mto the world with a lie in their mouths1 Wolud it not
be much better to make prisons 80 improving, and the
principle on which men are discharged from them neces
sarily bear such testimony to their amended character,
~hat the prejudice against receiving them when discharged
should gradually fade a.way, and cease to be an obstacle
to their ultimate advancement? This is already effected
in the pellal colonies, where trained and discharged pri
80ners are preferred as servants to ignorant free emigrants;
and in the neighbourhood of Mettray, the juvenile refor
Inatary prison in France, the same resultt in a degree is
manifest. And surely this is a higher and much worthier
object of pursuit by clergymeu and philanthropis-ts than
that of assisting men to pass a deception on the world in
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all their subsequent career, and place themselves in the
highly dangerous and corrupting position of having such
a secret to keep.

I conclude, then, as I began. It is the duty, and
even still more the interest of society, in dealing with its
criminals, to try earnestly while they are in custody, to
reform them-to develop especially manly virtues in
them-to qualify them thus to contend successfully, after
discharge, with the difficulties besetting their social con
dition, and by this very act direct their thoughts upward
-instead of allowing them to blindly struggle forward,
as too many now do, without thought, or care, or hope,
or consequently, desire to rise in life, believing that they

-are born to steal or starve, and preferring the former
alternative. What effect can exemplary punishment have
on 8uch minds! Well-established facts prove that it has
none; for to such, a prison, as at present conducted, and
even if made severe, is rather an attraction, a temporary
refuge, an alternation, almost agreeable, with their diffi
culties outside. And how must the general moral tone
of the lower classes in the country be Bunk through
contact with individuals entertaining such thoughts I
while on the contrary, how much would this tone rise
were the periodical liberations from the gaols to import a
healthy current instead-men with their powers deve
loped, their characters strengthened, their purposes im
proved, their aspirations all directed upward! " It is
impossible," say some; "it is a mere Utopia." But have
we ever tried !-have we ever used the suitable means to
bring about such a consummation 1 We have not : we
have bounded our ambition by the object of making good,
obedient, in many cases professing, but in few performing,
prisoners. We have lowered their individual characters
in order to make them submissive; and having thus in
every way in our power sown tares, we have certainly not
reaped wheat: but are we thence to infer that wheat by
a different husbandry may not be raised!

To compass the whole end proposed, I think the Mark
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System is alone competent. It closely resembles the
arrangements of ordinary life, and should, therefore, beet
prepare for return to it. Its machinery also, once set in
motion, nearly works it8el~ and is. very little susceptible
of abuse: its provision of labour, wages, purchases, and
fines, all explaining themselves, and nothing being wanted
in it but the punctuality of account which is maintained
in every factory in the kingdom, and without which i~

could not be kept open. What are the objections to it
-then? I have never heard any, except that it is con
trary to law, and may be considered as calculated to
infringe on the sentences of the Judges by subjecting
these to modification by inferior officers. But might it
not be made according to law 1 and were the Judges,
under a change of law, to sentence a criminal to render
a specific amount of the representative of exertion and
good conduct as the punishment of his offence, in what
would this sentence be modified by his being compelled
to maintain and behave himself during the requisite
period1* The discretion reposed in the inferior officer
might be restricted by the sentence fixing also a maxi
mum and minimum of time to be thus occupied, 88, not
less than three or more than six days, weeks, or months,
as the case may be; but this would not, I think, be
advantageous-and in particular I would deprecate a
-maximum. A criminal, once a convicted prisoner, should
never under this Byst.em get away till he has earned his
marks. I would listen to no application on this head.
But this is a mere detail; and in regard to all such points
I am comparatively indi1ferent. It is to the fundamental
principles that I really attach value, and to them the
highest. With all deference, but yet great confidence, I

* The principle would be, that a man incurring punishment should,
as when lie falls into a pit, or well, or any other misfortune in life, be
l'equired to 8t'r'U!Jgk out of it, and not be allowed, as at present, simply to
end'IWS out 01 it. In'the one easel his more active and better qualities
would be called into eager exercIse, and thereby necessarily improved j

in the other, they are all @et to sleep, and at least rust, it others most
pernicious do not 8upply their p\a.ce-
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express my conviction that Secondary :Punishment cannot
be improved without letting them in; and attempts to
amend it will, in practice, only be successful in 80 far as
they approach them.

I am extremely obliged to you for admitting these
views at such length in your columns. I have been fearful
of abridging them lest I should leave out something impor
tant, and I have been anxious to send them to you while
the interest was yet strong upon the subject. May I
·then hope that the 8ubstance may plead indulgence for
defects in the form 1

Your obliged servant,

A. MACONOCHIE.

P.B.-In the last of the preceding :L.etters I have
said, that to attain the whole end proposed, I think the
Mark System alone competent; yet it may be right to
add, that the essential principle of that might be intro
duced without the whole apparatus,-that principle
being the conferring small rewards for good conduct, 88

well as imposing extra penalties for bad,-operating thllS
by hope as well as fear,-drawing up as well as crushing
down; and the whole 80 organized that the proposed
rewards shall be certain, affording thus motives for steady,
consistent exertion, and not merely occasional or fitful
effort. And 80 small a matter constitutes in a prison an
advantage that these rewards may be almost anything, an
external decoration, a little longer gas in the cell, a
little more instruction, a wider command of books,
increased facility of seeing and corresponding with
friends, and the like. Much might be done in this way,
without changing the law, though much more with such
change.

In the same letter I have also objected to separation
as a form of prolonged imprisonment, and this has been
of late years such a hobby with the. highest penal autho-
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rities, that it may be perhaps inferred by some, that I
must necessarily be wrong as opposed to them ; but to
such I would point out the difference of our objects.
All previous systems of prison discipline haTe aimed
only at coercion and restraint,' and for these purposes
nothing can be better than separation. Di1Jide et im-
pera. But it is the object of the Mark System to
develope, and for this purpose combination is just as
essential.

It is often argued, however, that the combination of
prisoners with free might be advantageous, but not of
prisoners with prisoners, the assumed weak or wicked •
with others of the same class; but this also is a gratuitous,
and even demonstrably erroneous assumption. It is
much easier to influence numbers together, than tile
individuals separately of whom they are composed; an~
when moved they will thus go much further; they assist
each other, and beget a common enthusiasm. There is
also a specific tendency in numbers towards right feeling.
The claptraps of a theatre are all high moral sentiments.
The better feelings of a mob are rarely appealed to in.
vain. In the army and navy, at a word the most heroic
self-abnegationt even unto death, is familiarly called out;
and in none of these instances could the same responses
be obtained probably from even one individual, that
he renders spontaneously when one of a body. On
Norfolk Island again, I could have done nothing with
each p~soner separately; the best of them would have
remained only dogged under my representations. In
Birmingham I should neither have g~ined the boys in
the way that I did, nor would they have been able to
influence each other outside as described, had they been
shut up in separate cells. And Colonel Montesinoa'
experience in Valencia is all of the same nature.

The unnatural character of prolonged separation
should alone settle the question. Human nature is not
to be impr0fJ6d by being broken across.

London: PriDted b7 Harriion and loIaa, St. Martin'. Lane.
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